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List of prepositions! Learn a useful list of prepositions in English with different types, suggestions, videos, photos, and ESL infographics. When you speak or write in English, you often encounter an excuse. This is an important part of the sentence and serves to show the connection between the two words or phrases in the sentence.
There are a huge number of excuses that can be used in English and it is important to learn as many of them as you can in order to be able to form more detailed and free-sounding sentences. In this section, we provide you with a complete list of excuses that are commonly used in both colloquial and written English. List of excuses (from
A to I) Alphabet list of prepositions in English with the image. The full list of Prepositions about the above is in line with the across after being ahead along among the among among the among the besides around as far away, and also aside from the ban from behind the front below below Also, in addition, using Circa Concerning Despite
Under Down Due in addition to in addition to the Case In Case In Place In In Except for the following from as minus near the past near the past to the round since Off On On On Account On Top On On On The Opposite from outside because of the plus than through all the time to under as opposed to until before Via with a goal inside
without a list of prepositions Images Full list of prepositions in one list of prepositions tables with Pictures and Examples of Places Place Preposition (or Prepositions) location is an excuse that is used to indicate where something or someone is located. List of Places Prepositions Learn a list of the site's prepositions with pictures, meaning
and example of sentences. In value: Used with the name of a container, place or area to tell where someone or something is an example: There is a little milk in the fridge. On meaning: Touching the surface or supporting a superficial example: He sat on a chair. Under the value: Below (or covered) is something else: She was hiding under
a table. Next to the value: Further forward than someone or something else. Example: A little girl was sitting next to him. Between the meaning: Something in the middle of two objects or things (or places) Example: The English Channel is between France and England. Among the meanings: In the middle or surrounded by other people or
things Example: Maria is popular among students. Before The Meaning: Further forward than someone or something else Example: I can't see because of the person in front of me. Beyond the meaning: On the back (part) is something of an example: He put it Back. Higher Value: In a higher position than something else Example:
Helicopter hovered over the house. Lower Value: Lower than Something Else Example: A small stream passes below this bridge. Close Value: Close and close to similar to near/near, but there is more distance between two things Example: Our house is next to the supermarket. Far from the point: A long way from here is an example: The
restaurant is not far from here. Meaning: Used to say exactly where something or someone's example: She lost the earrings at the door. Location prepositions: A list of prepositions with pictures List of place prepositions in one picture of the Preposition of direction (or Motion Preposition) is used to show movement from one place to
another. These prepositions are most often used with motion verbs and are found after the verb. Check out the list of prepositions of the Movement with Pictures Learn a list of prepositions with pictures, meaning and example of proposals. Down the excuse downwards indicates a movement from a higher to a lower position. Example: He
went down the stairs. Up The upt. points to a movement from the bottom to the higher position. Example: He climbed the stairs. From the pretext of the point indicates movement from within space beyond space. Example: She's a shuttlecock from home. The excuse in refers to the movement from the outside inside the three-dimensional
space, and it can be used to express the idea of moving towards something, often causing to actually hit it. Example: We went to the store on the corner. To the excuse to used to say that someone or something moves, looks, faces,... in the direction of someone or something. Example: He stood with his back to me. Away The excuse
away is used to say that someone is leaving a place or person, or is staying some distance from a place or person. Example: She turned away and looked out the window. Past Pretense of the past describes moving on the far side of something or for something. Example: You will pass by the theater on the right, and the shore on the left.
Over the pretext over is used to talk about the movement from one side of the place to the other. This usually refers to movement in relation to two-dimensional surfaces (gaz, lake, table, etc.) or to show when something is located on the opposite side of the line (river, bridge, road, etc.). Example: A cat jumped over a wall. The excuse is
used to show movement in or at a certain place. Example: A cat jumped on the roof. Off The Excuse from describes a movement from something. Example: We get off the train at the next stop. Around the excuse around refers to going along its edge in a circular direction. Example: You have to drive around center to get to the cinema.
Under the pretext of being described moving under the surface of something. Example: The cat is under the table. Along the preposition along is used to show movement after the line, it is also sometimes used to show a certain position in relation to the line or to show when things are arranged in a row. Example: He walks along the path.
Through the pretext through is used to describe a position that extends from a certain place to the other or from one side to the other. Example: You have to walk across the street at a pedestrian crossing. Through the pretext through is used to describe the movement from a certain point to the other or from one end to the other. Example:
The car passed through the tunnel. The prepositions of the Movement Prepositions List of traffic prepositions in one picture Full list of excuses in English with useful examples Advance video Lists In this lesson, we will discuss the definition of the pretext and the top 150 Preposition list in English with values and examples. The pretext is
an important chapter in English grammar. It plays an important role to make an offer with proper meaning and understanding. However, the question is, what is the definition of an excuse? Pre means before and position means situation. A word placed in front of a noun or protation or noun equivalent to show one other word in a sentence
is called an excuse. For example: in, further, from above, inside, between, under, etc. A small list of excuses in English is below: Prepositions are marked for easy identification. He lived in this place for three years. A mobile phone on the bed. No internet access for a while. Birds fly over the building. The game is over right now. Please
finish the project within one month. They have a good relationship with each other. The coach works under the guidance of the team. Let's discuss the list of 150 best excuses in English grammar with their values and examples. 150 Pre-list in English with values and examples top 150 Prepositions list in English with their meanings and
examples are below: 1. Aversion to the hateful, disgusting Not Disgusting for poor people. We need an aversion to bad people in our society. He doesn't want to be his best friend. 2. Abound in Be plentiful, to be numerous number of victims abound in the hospital. This class is replete with many students. There are a huge number of
tourists abound on the sea beach. 3. It is not available to be present at the place where he was absent from the meeting. My friend is missing from the picnic spot. I was absent from the public debate. 4. Absorbed by a concentrated, sunken boy is absorbed in the study. It is absorbed in the classroom. She was absorbed in 5.
Accompanied by Go alone with, the travel with Him is accompanied by his sister. My friend accompanied his bike. Students are accompanied by a teacher. 6. The accused is charged with murder. He was charged with gambling. You've been charged with money laundering. 7. Add to attach, put, put in Let's add to the music as well.
Please be sure to add to the laptop in my bag. We need to add to all the materials for the conference. 8. Addicted to the dedicated, obsessed He is addicted to drugs. My friend is addicted to playing cards. You don't have to be addicted to bad things. 9. Next to the adjoining, adjacent this store adjoins my house. The coffee shop is next to
the college. The college is close to the university. 10. Recognize the confession, confess, reveal He admits in this misdemeanor. My brother admits his failure. You should be recognized in your bad habits. 11. Confess to allowing someone or something to enter It allows him to confess to the room. The teacher admits the student to the
class. My friends asked me to confess to this place. 12. Adapt to adaptation, transform I am not able to adapt to the place. My parents are adjusting to the new weather. You have to adapt to the situation. 13. Stick to compliance, be faithful He adheres to the code of conduct. Everyone should stick with their parents. It must adhere to new
rules and regulations. 14. I'm afraid to be scared, I'm afraid I'm afraid of snakes. My friend is afraid of the ghost. They're afraid to play with us. 15. Love for love, love She has enough love for her son. Every parent has attachments to their children. We must be attached to the poor. 16. Affective to bow, devoted boy is affectionate to his
parents. Miss Lorren was affectionate to. 17. Agree to settle something together, I agree with this question. He agrees with the new business dell. She agreed to a new law for women. The goal is to intend, planning to achieve Fernandez aims to achieve the goal. He aspires to be a doctor. They are aiming to win the match today. 19.
Alarmed by the panic, the shock, the horror, we must be alarmed by natural disasters. The country is alarmed by the earthquake. Mr. Joseph is alarmed by the world's climate change. 20. Highlight, appoint let's allocate some of the money for the poor. We must be allocated our useless clothes for street children. The powers are given to
the new school building. 21. Alternative to the different, replacing it has no alternative to learning English. You have no alternative to attending the class. She has no change to follow the commandments of her parents. 22. Ambition for aspiration, the goal of each person has ambitions for a happy life. He has ambitions to be an engineer.
must have ambitions for your your 23. Angry exasperated, exasperated No one is angry with an honest man. My friends are mad at me. Miss Jamie was angry with her child. 24. Anxiety for the concerned, concerned I worry about my survey. He really wanted to buy a new car. You have to worry about your research. 25. In addition to the
exception, except that He can do the work separately from his friend. She can't go there apart from her husband. You will pass the exam separately from your laziness. 26. Apathy to the lack of interest I have apathy towards bad people. She is apathetic to meeting her friends. They are apathy to the game with him. 27. Apologies for
expressing regret You must apologize for your sins. He apologizes for doing this evil. They apologize for not attending class 28. Apply to participate in the application, Register Man has applied for a job with the government. He applied for college. They are used to participate in the program. 29. Appointed for appointment, bringing he
appointed to a news organization. She was assigned to her job. Mr. Jolil appointed several workers to finish the job. 30. The ability to talent, skill It has the ability to exceptionally prescription. He did not have the ability to enter the competitive examination. They have the ability to win a cricket match. 31. Argument against Allege, against
He argues against the criminal. Mr. Imral opposes gambling. You have to object to the bad performance accumulated across the country. 32. Arrival in Come, appear, the approach Mr. Jacob arrived at the station. I'll be there at 9 a.m. You have to arrive at the meeting on time. 33. Climb to rise, rise the Old Man rises into the kingdom. Mr.
Cliff is stepping up to a new position. Miss Katherine rises to the rank. 34. Shame on guilt, regretting that he was ashamed of his bad work. You should be ashamed of failing your exam. They're ashamed to lose a cricket match. 35. The request required is expected, Ms. Kitty asked for some money. He asked to buy a new bike from his
father. My friend asks me for a glass of water. 36. Confident in self-confidence, positive He is confident in this future. The boy assured me of passing the exam. Laura assured that she is on the program. 37. At lunch food eat in the middle of the day Please meet me at lunch. He treats us over lunch at 2 p.m. The organization asks Mr.
Jacob to accept the offer at lunch. 38. Attend to attend, to participate in I attended the program. My brother is attending a new event. The professor will take part in the program to give a motivational speech. The Expert Authority, a professional, has authority on the subject. My teacher has enough authority in English. He doesn't have
enough authority in math 40. Aware of the conscious, alerts we need to know about natural disasters. You need to know about your future plan. She knows about in an interview. 41. Bad in unqualified, unprofessional He's bad math. I don't play good football. She doesn't swim well. 42. Useful for a favorable, advantage Labor is useful for
success. This product is useful enough to make more profit. He wanted to be helpful by selling more clothes. 43. The bias against the Anti-Resistance, contrary to its investigation, is biased towards the actual incident. He was biased in the way of the report. I want to be biased against criminal activity. 44. Blind to indifferent, apathetic
towards Him blind to obey his duty. She was blind to take care of her child. They are blind enough to take responsibility for their failure. 45. Boast of self-congratulation, pride Man boasts of this good work. He is proud of his profession. You have to show off your research. 46. The burden of anxiety, deprivation, suffering Catherine is
burdened with tragedy. He burdens the contents of his whole family. The student burden is with more than learning. 47. By heart from memory, word for word He reads the text by heart. I remember this incident by heart. Please do the work by heart. 48. Taking care of love, love, adore you must take care of your parents. She takes care of
her baby. You have to take care of your health to interrupt the disease. 49. Throw aside ignored, deny, let's drop the garbage. You threw me aside. Unfortunately, you've been cast aside by our best friend. 50. Catch the grab, grab, snatch the man catches on the ball. Police catch the offender in a hidden place. You have to catch in class
class. 51. Reason of reason, justification of unconscious cause for several diseases. Your bad habits cause your bad result. Criminal activity is punishable. 52. He has been charged with murder and charged with murder. The man is accused of gambling. Mr. Jonshon is accused of corruption. 53. The combination of Union, the mixture, the
mixture This food is a combination of many elements. Rainbow is a combination of several colors. She made food a combination of many items. 54. Compare with the assessment, measure, contrast He compares himself to an intelligent person. Don't compare him to bad people. Mr. Cliff compares himself to an intellectual scientist. 55.
Compatible with a consistent, according to you should be compatible with this question. It is compatible with learning English. Mr. Karim is compatible with making money illegally. 56. Competent for the able, experienced, skilful He is competent for the project. The CEO of this company is competent to give interviews. She is competent to
do her job perfectly. 57. Complain in protest, file a complaint I want to complain about it She's complaining about some illegal stuff. Mr. Joshon intends to complain about gambling. 58. Observe, abide obey, adhere we must abide by in the Supreme Court. All you have to do with new rules. They must comply with the company's policy. 59.
Concern for anxiety, trouble, anxiety, I am worried about this unexpected incident. She's concerned about her final exam. He's worried about his fitness. 60. Trust in trust, faith She has enough confidence in her result. They were confident in the task. Mr. Ariel is confident that he is properly subservient to his duty. 61. Congratulations on
his wish for some luck, Mr. Dubbi congratulated on the success of his son. My father congratulates me on the final result. The officer congratulates his employees on the fulfillment of the goal. 62. Consists of being composed, to be composed, to be formed This building consists of several materials. The book consists of lessons. My
bedroom is made up of attractive decorations. 63. Pare's contemporary, colleague S.T. Coleridge was the contemporary poet of Wordsworth. Tagore is a contemporary of Kazi Nazrul. He was disappointed to see the modern social situation. 64. Contrary to the opposite, against, contradictory It is the opposite product of the original. The
boy contradicts his father. The girl contradicts her mother. Contributing to participation in, participating in He has contributed to the project. I have no contribution to my family. My father made a great contribution to our family. 66. Control of restrictions and restrictions by the police oversees the investigation. He's not in control. The teacher
should not have controlled the failure of his students. 67. Convinced to persuade, satisfy, assure that she is convinced of this matter. I want to convince him. He does not convince parents to take part in activities. 68. Coping with to ensure something eventually I cope with my decision. Mr. Kent and his family are coping with their
livelihoods. You have to cope with your research. 69. Count on your dependents, rely on him, counting on your father. I'm counting on my family. Mrs. Lilly is counting on her friend. 70. The curse of the oath of words, oaths, put the evil eye on man's curse to society. The boy is a course for his father. Dishonest people are always a curse
for any nation. 71. Cruise to Triumph, succeed in We Cruise to the game. They make a cruise plan to the situation. I have a dream cruise to make a safe life. 72. Deal with a treat, pen He knows how to deal with his friends. The CEO of the company is engaged in a difficult task. I'm dealing with this problem. 73. Depending on what they
rely on, it is up to the rich to rely on the poor. 74. The desire for desire, the desire, the impulse, he has a strong desire for black money. 75. Die from poison The Old Man died of poison. 76. Die for passing away as a result of initiation. 77. Die of death due to the death of a boy from starvation. 78. Die from illness 79. Different from
dissimilar, as opposed to, from his sister. 80. Difficulties in embarrassment, problems there are some difficulties in this sector. 81. Frustrated by depression, distress, let me be disappointed in your recent approach. 82. Divide between the separate into many parts Please divide the food between the children. 83. Divide the section into two
parts that I don't want to divide between my friends. 84. To live, live, settle They live in this place for a long time. 85. Stop at talking over, talk about, debate you don't have to dwell on any negative topic. 86. The right to the right, allowed, is allowed He is entitled to this offer. 87. Enter in to take part in, go on they come to work. 88. Right to
obtain the right to authorize 89. Equal Capable of, suitable for a qualified person, equal to work. The necessary (necessary, vital, significant) book is essential for learning. 91. Exclusion from the various, distinctive, dissimilar He is an exception to the others. 92. Exclude from Keep Out, denied access to them are excluded from
participation in the program. 93. Experience in skills, practical knowledge, familiarity with He has enough experience in English. 94. A person with a look at, look at her does not want to face a new problem with her friend . 95. Fail in Being unsuccessful in, do not pass It is not in the exam. 96. Faith in trust, to believe, Mrs. Lilly's confidence
has faith in her religion. 97. Fed with Boring, tiring, monotonous 98. The Keane Foundation is on, passionate, loving she loves her child. 99. Genius for Brilliance, very intelligent, experienced He is a genius for learning. 100. Get into Blend, blend, combine I get into new people. 101. Give in except, take on 102. Get together, dive, soak the
boy walking down the river for lack of swimming. 103. Good in Brilliance, great smart, experienced He is good at mathematics. 104.Guilty of accusing, deserving of condemnation Man guilty of crime. 105. Hanker after desire, want, imagination, aspiration He craves good work. 106. Uneducated, ignorant of the old man who did not know
about technology. 107. Introduced against the force, inflict, thrust the government introduced additional VAT. 108. Incapable, incapable of it, incapable of leading the debate. 109. Debt for gratitude obliged 110. An independent, free, autonomous country does not depend on persecution. 111. Treat yourself, nourish him, indulge in crime.
112 Innocent Guilty, Impeccable Man Is Innocent of Charge. 113. Investigation, inquiry, examination of the police investigates the murder. 114. Insist on perseverance, not surrender He insists on passing the exam. 115. Despite this, whether or not I will do my job despite the many difficulties. Interest in mindfulness, please note, there is
an interest in music. 117. Stir with the barge in, get a get In Please don't interfere with us. 118. Laugh at Chuckle, shout We shouldn't laugh at the poor. 119. Lead to direction, margin, advantage Man leads to a new machine. 120. Freed from release from hospital. 121. Monument to the Memorial, statue, Statue of Liberty is the greatest
monument to the world. 122. Mourning for Grieve, crying, sorrow We must mourn the departed souls. The need for the necessary quality of nutrition is a necessity for good health. 124. Against protest, I object to criminal activity. 125. Obligated, to coerce, bind, make a restriction The Employee is obliged to do the work. 126. The origin of
getting, start, start the quote comes from the novel. 127. The punishment of a sanction is punishable by a criminal for his misdemeanours. 128. Perfect for the right, this fabric is perfect for a girl. 129. Play with action, activities, relax, engage I have no interest in playing with you. 130. Popular in favor of, accepted, trendy cricket is a popular
game for some people. 131. Pray for Invoke, beg, beg 132. I prefer, as better, desire, choose I prefer to listen to the song now. 133. Respect for appreciation, adoration, tribute We must have enough respect for our parents. Answer, repeat, come back Please answer the question. 135. Leave, resign, withdraw He resigned from his job.
136. Return to arrival, entrance, recovery Man returns to adventure. 137. Uprising against the revolution, rebellion Revolutionary group uprising against the army. 138. Running to the peak, racing, pace It works on the way. 139. Shout at the roar, whoop, bark Please do not shout on the spot. 140. Smile for laughter, beam, watch amused
He smiles on a comedy show. 141. Let us find a solution to the issue of clarification, solution, clarification. 142. Sorry for regret, apologies I regret this incident. 143. Suffer from hurt, pain, feel pain He suffers from severe headache. 144. Suitable for appropriate, suitable This job is right for you. 145. Higher to high level, senior, upper My
parents outnumber me. 146. Sympathy for pity, condolence, comfort He has enough sympathy for the orphanage. 147. Taste, taste, savor, smack, experience I have no taste for / this food. 148. Faithful to the precise, perfect, genuine He is eternal in his behavior. Indeed, for the exact, perfect, authentic, true, this house is valid for five
years. 150. Walk Step, Wander, Parade Please Walk for Your Future. Conclusion In order, you might say the pretext plays a very important role to make an offer perfectly. These above 150 prepositions list in English can be very to make new offers. We have to remember the list of excuses in English to make the sentences more accurate
and correct. Correct. Correct. prepositions list with meanings pdf. prepositions list with meanings in urdu. prepositions list with meanings in spanish. german prepositions list with meanings. prepositions list with tamil meanings pdf. list of prepositions with hindi meaning. list of prepositions with their meanings
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